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Machining Center Offers  
Integrated Workpiece Changer
Kern Microtechnik GmbH has upgraded its Micro machining center to include 

an integrated workpiece changer that is housed with the toolchanger within 

the machine’s tool cabinet. The machine’s toolchanger is capable of holding 

more than 180 tools, but this configuration offers the option to charge the tool 

cabinet with fewer tools and use the open space for as many as 30 workpieces, 

eliminating the need for an external workpiece changer. When charged with 30 

workpieces, the Micro can still hold 90 tools. It also is possible to extend this 

capacity with an additional, external workpiece changer.

A single guiding system moves tools and workpieces into and out of the 

machine, saving space and cost for an additional workpiece transportation 

system. The tool cabinet’s software also is fully integrated so that no addi-

tional interfaces are required.

The system is designed for stability and reliability. The chuck is turned on 

a 90-degree angle when the workpiece is changed, enabling removal of all 

chips from the milling process and preventing inaccuracies caused by chips 

being left behind.

Kern Precision Inc. / 508-943-7202 / kernprecision.com

End Mill Holders Offer Reduced Runout
Tru Position end mill holders from Briney Tooling Systems utilize a cus-

tom-engineered internal eccentric grinding 

technique said to produce reduced runout 

capability of 0.0002”. According to the com-

pany, the reduced runout enables a more 

even chip load with less chatter. Additional 

advantages of the toolholders include 

fewer tool passes to mill slots because 

of improved on-center rotation, machining 

time savings and improved machining qual-

ity. The toolholders also are said to offer 

increased cutting tool life over other con-

ventional end mill holders, thereby reducing cutting tool replacement costs.

In addition to the Tru Position line, Briney will display its complete line of 

CNC, shrink-fit, HSK and collet-style toolholders at Westec 2015, September 

15-17, in Los Angeles.

Briney Tooling Systems / 989-269-9558 / brineytooling.com
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